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A NEW ERA IN
MEDICAL REAL ESTATE
INVESTMENT
When a significant medical investment opportunity arises, the success of the project requires capital, speed, the right relationships...
and a team that can deliver. New Era Medical Investment Fund is
the synthesis of all these elements, with the added advantage of
experienced medical real estate investment partners who have
spent over a decade developing effective medical investment
properties for investors like you.

Opportunity seized.
Capital invested.
Results achieved.
Visions realized.
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The New Era Medical
Investment Fund is your
healthcare real estate
investment partner...
Your opportunity catalyst.

A CAPITAL PARTNERSHIP
CREATING EXCEPTIONAL VALUE
As an investor you want an investment partner you can trust. New Era Medical Investment Fund is a partnership, a handshake, a contract, an ongoing informed plan to open
doors through common means, goals and strategies. The objective of our investment
team is to form a capital partnership with you to create robust investment health. We
help you prudently invest in and benefit from a consolidation of top medical real estate
properties into valuable portfolios.
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ONE OF THE LARGEST
SECTORS OF OUR ECONOMY
Healthcare
has become
one of the
largest sectors of our
economy and will
continue to grow as
Boomers age into
their peak healthcare
spending years.

A

Significant
changes in
America’s
healthcare policy
have created a
new demand for
medical services
and new medical
facilities.

B

New Era brings
a team of
some of the
most experienced
healthcare investment
specialists, with decades of combined
expertise, to ensure
success.
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CAPITAL, CATALYST
& COUNSEL
New Era draws on a history of successful projects and experienced people who come from the medical investment world,
and a robust perspective derived from more than a decade
of research and development...to every party’s profit.
Investors depend on us to provide well-researched healthcare
real estate investment opportunities in high-growth markets.
Developers rely on us for our breadth and depth of relationships
among investors. And for medical operating companies, we
are the catalyst that brings a project to fruition.
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FUND OVERVIEW
What is the New Era Medical Investment Fund?
The New Era Medical Investment Fund is an investment
strategy to acquire and/or develop premier medical
related properties.
What is the Fund’s objective?
This Fund’s objective is to identify exceptional medical
real estate investment opportunities using proprietary
research methods, then structure and complete the
transactions, and manage the investments to the most
profitable disposition.
What is the Fund’s strategy?
Supply initial project acquisition or development capital
combined with effective low-debt ratio financing. In
many cases New Era’s capital combines with capital from
institutional investors to complete the transaction. New
Era also accumulates each project into a larger portfolio
to benefit again from the aggregation as the projects sell
to larger buyers…all within a projected 5-year timeframe.
What are the financial terms of the Fund for the investor?
• A Class A Limited Partnership Interest
• An 8% Preferred Return paid ahead of all other Classes
• A 100% return of each investors initial capital investment
• 80% of all Fund distributions
• A 5-year projected investment period
What are the expenses of the Fund?
The New Era Fund operates on annual management fee
of 2% of the Fund’s initial capitalization, plus 20% of the
cash distributions, after payment to each Class A investor.
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Our team is intently
focused in the medical
real estate field and
understands how to
identify opportunities
and make them a reality.

TALK TO
OUR TEAM
For more than a decade, New Era’s principals
have built solid relationships with key healthcare
leaders and investors in strategic markets throughout the country in order to provide outstanding
venues for healthcare providers. These projects
continue to stand strong, bringing value to their
respective communities and creating substantial
financial returns to our investors.
Our team is ready to provide you with additional
insight as to how the New Era Medical Investment
Fund can be an effective part of your investment
portfolio.
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NEW ERA MEDICAL INVESTMENT FUND
801 Hanover Drive
Suite 650
Grapevine, Texas 76051
Phone: 469.283.1901
Fax:
469.283.1930
Email:

tim@neweraptrs.com

